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Prologue
Temporality
tem-po-ral-i-ty, [tem-puh-ral-i-tee] –noun, plural -ties.  
1. The condition of being of, relating to, or limited by time 
2. The condition of being bounded by time.*
How does time become an element of design?
Designers have the ability to create architecture that reveals the condition of 
the present; but designers also may have the desire to transcend the immedi-
ate. Architects are able to expose properties of time through their process and 
in the manifestation of their ideas. Our goal is to characterize a spectrum of 
engagements with temporality in architecture.
Kyle Leiker and Corey Schneider
Timepiece, Student Center, Illinois Institute of Technology,
Office for Metropolitain Architecture
*definition adaptated from The American Heritage College Dictionary, third addition
